What is the most reliable ultrasound parameter for assessment of fetal head descent?
The aims of this study were, first, to establish the agreement between digital and ultrasound assessment of occipital position and, second, to evaluate the repeatability of the measurements of head direction, angle of the middle line, progression distance and angle of progression in women in the second stage of labor. Digital examination and then transabdominal ultrasound examination was performed on 50 women in the second stage of labor to determine the fetal occipital position. We also obtained three-dimensional (3D) blocks of the fetal head by transperineal sonography, and two experts in 3D ultrasound measured head direction, angle of the middle line, progression distance and angle of progression. Intraclass correlation coefficients with 95% CIs, and Bland-Altman analysis, were used to evaluate intraobserver and interobserver repeatability of measurements. The fetal head position, determined by ultrasound examination, was occiput anterior in 33 (66%) cases and occiput lateral in 17 (34%) cases. Vaginal digital examination failed to identify the correct fetal head position by more than 45° in 33 (66%) cases. All four 3D ultrasound measurements were reproducible but the progression angle had the highest intraclass correlation coefficient for the same observer (0.94; 95% CI, 0.90-0.97) and for two different operators (0.84; 95% CI, 0.73-0.91). The progression angle was also the measurement for which smaller limits of agreement (LOA) were found in the Bland-Altman test, performed to calculate the intraobserver (bias 0.9; LOA, - 9.2 to 11.1%) and interobserver (bias 1.5; LOA, - 15.4 to 18.3%) variability. Digital pelvic examination for determining the fetal head position during labor is not accurate. The most reproducible of the 3D measurements for progression of the fetal head in labor is the progression angle.